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SUMMARY 
Wing and tail- load data on a swept -wing fighter airplane were 
examined to determine the flight conditions and maneuvers in which maxi -
mum wing and tail loads were experienced, and, where pertinent, to relate 
these loads to the important stability and control changes that occurred. 
The results indicated that maximum wing loads and bending moments would 
be expected at relatively low Mach numbers. With increasing test Mach 
number , a relieving effect on the wing-panel loading coefficients was 
noted, apparently due to an increased tendency toward premature flow sep -
aration on the outboard wing sections . However, it was also indicated 
that the longitudinal instability or pitch-up , whi ch results from prema-
ture tip separation, could lead to load factors and wing loads in excess 
of design values . Maximum horizontal- tail loads were experienced at Mach 
numbers less than about 0 . 95 during abrupt recoveries from pitch- ups. 
Fairly large balancing down loads were experienced at Mach numbers above 
about 0.95 , even though low control power limited the load factors to 
values considerably below the design boundary. The largest vertical-tail 
loads were encountered in fishtail, maneuvers at Mach numbers less than 
about 0 . 90. At Mach numbers above 0 . 95 , relatively small vertical- tail 
loads were attainable due to low rudder control power . 
Results are also presented on the use of controls in the various 
maneuvers for which loads data were obtained . 
INTRODUCTION 
The transonic stability and control characteristics of a swept -wing 
fighter airplane have been extensively investigated in flight (e , g" refs . 
1 to 3) . In the course of these investigations, information on horizontal -
and vertical-tail loads was obtained for a wide range of flight maneuvers 
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and conditions . The horizontal- tail- load results have been pr esented in 
reference 4. In addition, the results of a separate seri es of tests 
( ref . 5) provided information on wing- panel load distribution at tra nsonic 
speeds . 
I t is the purpose of this paper to summarize and examine these 
flight - loads data in order to identify the maneuvers and flight condi-
tions wherein maximum wing and tai l loads were experienced and , where 
pertinent, to relate these maximum loads to stabili ty and control changes 
that occurred . 
The loads data presented herein were obtained only at hi gh a l titude 
and , in the case of the horizontal- and vertical- tail loads, were inci-
dental to the primary stability and control investigation j therefore , 
they do not necessarily represent the maximum loads t hat could be imposed 
on the airplane . However, it is felt that, in general , the wing and t a i l 
loads for the balancing condition (zero or small angul ar acceleration) 
were the maximum that could be imposed on this airplane at the test 
altitude . 
SYMBOLS 
bp wing-panel span (one side), ft 
c wing chord , ft 
C.P . lateral distance from wing- fuselage juncture 
pressure of additional load on wing panel, 
CN normal - force coefficient 
CNA airplane normal - force coefficient , Wn qS 
CNp wing-panel normal - force coeffiCient , ~ 
to center of 
YC .P. 
bp 
Cnp yawing-moment coefficient due to rolling velocity 
Cbp wing-panel bending-moment coefficient, CNpXC.P . 
Fe elevator stick force (pull force, posttive), lb 
Fa aileron stick force ( right force, po s itive), lb 
I 
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P 
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p 
q 
r 
r 
S 
t 
v 
w 
YC.P. 
pressure altitude, ft 
stabilizer angle (trailing edge down, positive), deg 
horizontal-tail normal load (up' load, positive), Ib 
vertical- tail normal load (right load, positive), Ib 
Mach number 
wing-panel additional normal load, Ib 
CNAqS 
airplane normal load factor , W 
time required to deflect, then return, control to trim 
position, sec 
rolling velocity (right roll, positive), radians/sec 
rolling acceleration (right , positive), radians/sec 2 
pv2 dynamic pressure , ~, Ib/sq ft 
yawing velocity (nose right, positive ), radians/sec 
yawing acceleration (nose right, positive), radians/sec 2 
wing area, sq ft 
time, sec 
airplane velocity, ft/sec 
airplane weight, Ib 
lateral distance from wing-fuselage juncture to wing-panel 
center of pressure of additional load, ft 
sideslip angle (right Sideslip, positive), deg 
elevator angle (down elevator, positive), deg 
elevator rate (down, positive), deg/sec 
left aileron angle (down aileron, positive), deg 
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oaR right aileron angle ( down aileron, positive) , deg 
total aileron angle ( oaL - oaR) ( stick right, po s itive) , deg 
oaT total ai l eron rate ( stick right , positive) , deg/sec 
Or rudder angle ( right rudder , positive) , deg 
Or rudder rate ( right r udder, positive), deg/sec 
. 
e pitching velocity ( nose up, positive), radians/sec 
e pitching acceleration ( nose up , positive), radians/sec 2 
p 
control frequencies , ~ radi ans/ sec P/2' 
air density, slugs/cu ft 
before a symbol denotes change of that quantity from an 
initial or trim condition 
Subscripts 
max maximum value 
bal balancing 
e pitching acceleration 
TEST EQUIPMENT 
The test airplane was a jet-powered fighter with sweptback wing and 
tail surfaces . A photograph and a two - view drawing of the airplane are 
presented in figures 1 and 2, respectively. The physical characteristic s 
of the airplane are listed in table I . 
Standard NACA instruments and multichannel oscillographs were 
used to record all measured quantities. The details of the strain- gage 
instrumentation used to measure horizontal- tail loads are described in 
reference 4. The instrumentation used to measure the wing-panel load 
• I 
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distribution is described in detail in reference 5. Airplane sideslip 
angle was measured by a vane mounted on the nose boom about 7 feet ahead 
of the nose inlet . 
TEST CONDITIONS 
The center of gravity of the test airplanes for these tests was 
located between 22 . 0 percent and 23 . 0 percent of the mean aerodynamic 
chord . The test weight of the airplanes, as flown, vari ed between 12,000 
and 13,000 pounds . At Mach numbers up to about 0.96, the elevator was, 
in general, the primary longitudinal control with the stabilizer setting 
fixed at about 0 . 60 . Above 0 . 96 Mach number, the movable stabilizer was 
generally used to maneuver the airpl ane . The automatic wing leading- edge 
slats were locked in the closed position for the wi ng- panel loads tests 
and, though not lOCked, they remained closed over most of the lift -
coefficient range covered in the tail- load tests . The nominal pressure 
altitude for these tests was 35,000 feet . 
Wing-Panel Loads 
The wing -pane l load distribution was measured in graduall y tightening 
turns, diving turns, and pull-outs at approximately constant Mach number . 
The range of Mach number and load factor reached in thes~ tests is shown 
in figure 3 . Also shown in this f i gure are the design Mach number load-
factor envelope (based on a low-speed maximum- lift coefficient of 1.14) 
and the airplane buffet boundary to show the flight range above this 
boundary for which the wing-pane l loads were determined. 
Horizontal- Tail Loads 
Horizontal-tail loads were measured over the Mach number and load-
factor range shown in figure 4. The design Mach number load- factor 
envelope and the buffet boundary are also i ncluded in figure 4. Balancing 
loads were measured in gradually tightening turns, diving turns, and 
pull- outs. Maneuvering loads were obtained in abrupt recoveries from 
pitch-ups, in positive elevator-pulse maneuvers (abrupt push - downs), 
and in a few pull- up push- down maneuvers . The curve labeled n f or 
(LHb 1) in figure 4 defines the load factor at which the maximum posi -
a max 
tive or negative balancing loads on the horizontal tail were experienced . 
Below approximately 0 . 95 Mach number where the maximum balanCing load is 
generall y positive, the curve is different from the test - limits curve 
because the airpl ane (and wing- fuselage combination) tends to become stable 
- - - - --
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again after an initial instability or pitch-up . (See sketch below . ) 
+ 
M < 0 . 95 
Test limit~ 
I 
I 
+ 
M > 0. 95 
Test limi~ 
I 
I 
LHbal O~--------+ 
n n 
n f or (LHb 1) 
a max 
It should be noted that it was not possible to define accurately the 
tail- load variation much above the load- factor boundary for maximum posi -
tive balancing loads because of the difficulty of reducing the data 
obtained in this flight range . 
Buffet loads were measured in the flight region between the buffet 
boundary and the positive test limits shown in figure 4. 
Vertical- Tail Loads 
Although vertical - tail loads were not directly measured in these 
tests, it was possible to derive them from the sideslip angles, rudder 
angles, and yawing accelerations measured in various type maneuvers. The 
maximum sideslip angles reached in steady sideslips, rudder pulses ( abrupt 
rudder kicks), fishtail maneuvers, and rolling pull- out maneuvers are 
shown in figure 5 over a Mach number range of about 0. 5 to 1 . 05 . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Wing -Panel Loads 
The test - limits boundary obtained from reference 5 and reproduced 
in f igure 3 shows that the design positive load factor was approached 
over most of the Mach number range . At the design diving speed, however, 
the maximum load factor attainable was only about one half the design 
value, due to control power limitations . 
_.- . ------ ---
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In figure 6, the main results from reference 5 of the wing-panel 
additional-load distribution tests are summarized . Figures 6(a) and 6(b) 
show, respectively, the variation of wing-panel normal-force coefficient 
and lateral position of the center of pressure of additional loading with 
Mach number at several values of airplane normal - force coefficient. The 
Wing-panel bending-moment coefficient is shown in figure 6(c) as a func-
tion of Mach number at several values of airplane normal-force coefficient. 
The results in figures 6(a) and 6(c) indicate a fairly large relieving 
effect on the loading coefficients with increasing Mach number, so that at 
high subsonic speeds, the Wing-panel normal - force and bending-moment coef-
ficients are only about 70 percent and 65 percent, respectively, of their 
low subsonic-speed values. This relieving effect probably stems from an 
increased tendency for premature flow separation on the outboard wing 
sections at the higher Mach numbers, even at relatively low normal-force 
coefficients. It may also be seen in figure 6(c) that increasing normal-
force coefficient, at constant Mach number, has a relieving effect on the 
bending-moment coefficients, since the ratio Cbp/CNA decreases with 
increasing CNA' It may be concluded from these results that the maximum 
Wing-panel bending moments would be experienced at a Mach number of 0.70 
or less and at low altitude where the positive design load factor is 
attained at low normal- force coefficients. A comparison of the results in 
figure 6(b) with data for a 6-percent-thick 450 sweptback wing given in 
reference 6 indicates that wing thickness may be an important factor in 
determining the direction of the lateral center- of-pressure movement at 
transonic speeds. l AlleViating, inboard shifts of load occurred for the 
test airplane, While outboard movements of load were observed for the thin-
wing results of reference 6 . 
Some information on the accuracy with which wing-panel loading may be 
predicted is provided in figure 7 . The estimated results in figure 7(a) 
were based on Weissinger's lifting-surface theory as outlined in refer-
ence 7 . The predicted results in figure 7(b) are based on the method 
described in reference 8 . In computing the theoretical results in fig-
ures 7(a) and 7(b), no attempt was made to account for the influence of 
the fuselage on the span load distributions, since this effect is believed 
to be negligible for the test airplane. The comparison indicates a rea-
sonable prediction of the flight loading at 0.7 Mach number and a conserva-
tive estimation at a Mach number of 1.0. 
It has been shown that the wing-panel bending moments become less 
critical within the design load-factor envelope with increase in both Mach 
number and load factor due to premature tip stalling. However, the result-
ing decrease in static longitudinal stability (pitch-up) may result in wing 
loads and bending moments in excess of design values at low altitudes where 
the stall would not limit the load factors to values below that for design. 
The results in figure 8 show the variation of airplane normal-force coef-
ficient with Mach number for the design load factor of 7.33 at pressure 
~Sweepback may also be an important factor in determining the direc-
tion of movement of the lateral center of pressure at transonic speeds. 
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altitudes of 12, 000 , 25,000 , and 35 , 000 feet . Also shown are the pitch-up 
boundary and the test limits reached at the test altitude . These data 
show that maneuvering at or near the p i tch -up boundary between 12,000 and 
25 , 000 feet may result in exceeding the design load factor and the design 
wing loads inadvertently . 2 
Horizontal- Tail Loads 
The test - limits boundaries shown in figure 4 were reproduced from 
results originally presented in reference 4 . These results show that 
tail loads were measured in maneuvers up to about the positi ve design 
load- factor envelope, except for Mach numbers greater than 0 .90 where 
control power limitations reduced the maximum load factors to values con-
siderably below that for design . The negative test limits shown were 
obtained in abrupt elevator push- down maneuvers . 
The primary results on the maximum balancing, maneuvering, and buf-
feting horizontal- tail loads obtained within the test limits shown in 
figure 4 during the tests of reference 4 are summarized in figures 9 ( a), 
9(b), and 9(c) , respectively . The balancing loads reached a maximum 
positive value of about 1400 pounds at a Mach number of 0 . 80 . The maximum 
balancing load, a down load of 2600 pounds, was experienced at a Mach 
number of 0.96 . At higher Mach numbers , the balancing load decreased due 
to a reduction in the maximum load factor attainable . 3 The rapid change 
from moderate up loads to relatively high down loads at Mach numbers near 
0 . 95 was due to an abrupt increase in wing- fuselage stability and a change 
in trim at the higher normal-force coefficients as the Mach number was 
increased through 0 . 95 . These changes in stability and trim apparently 
result f rom both a rearward shift of chordwise loading and from the out-
board wing sections maintaining unseparated flow to higher normal- force 
coefficients (ref . 5) . A typical time history of a dive pull- out in the 
neighborhood of this transition flight region ill ustrating the effect of 
these changes on the tail- load variation at high subsonic speed is pre -
sented in figure 10 . At Mach numbers above 0 . 95, a maximum down- load of 
about 2000 pounds was experienced at a load factor of about 4 . 5 . As the 
Mach number decreased through 0 . 95, the tail load changed abruptly in a 
positive direction, reflecting the abrupt nose - up change in trim . This 
2It should be noted that the probability of inadvertently exceeding 
the design load factor depends on a number of factors , among which are 
control power and pitching moment of inertia . The test airplane tends to 
be critical in these two respects, since it has a relatively low moment 
of inertia and, in the Mach number range where the pitch- up is most 
severe, the control effectiveness is low . These factors must be care -
fully examined when the loads aspects of pitch- up are assessed . 
3Results in reference 4 indicate that if design load factor could be 
developed, a maximum balancing down load of about 3500 pounds would be 
experienced at a Mach number of about 0 . 96 at 35 , 000 feet . 
L __ 
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change in tri m is discussed in detail in reference 1 in connection with 
the pitch- up that occurs with decreasing Mach number on the test airplane . 
The maximum maneuvering tail loads i n these tests (fig. 9 (b)) were 
experienced between 0. 80 and 0.90 Mach number . The curve labeled 
"pitch-up recoveries " was based on recent pitch-up tests which resulted 
in somewhat greater negative pitching accelerations , and consequently 
greater maneuvering tail loads, than those reported in reference 4. Since 
tail buffeting made it difficult to reduce the tail- load data in the 
pitch-up region, the maneuvering load was determined by adding the 
pitching- acceleration load, from these recent tests , to the balancing 
load (fig . 9 (a)), determined from the tests reported in reference 4. The 
peak pitching accelerations and the associated normal load factors used 
to define the peak maneuvering tail loads in pitch-up recoveries are given 
i n a subsequent section of this report . It is of interest to note in a 
typical time history of a pitch-up maneuver ( fig . 11) that the pilot , in 
attempting to reduce the overshoot in normal load factor, introduces a 
large maneuvering load increment on the horizontal tail . The peak tail 
load 0f about 3800 pounds shown in figure 11 comprises a balancing load 
of approximately 1400 pounds and a pitching- acceleration load of about 
2400 pounds . These results indicate that the horizontal- tail loads attain 
fairly large values during pitch-up recoveries, and that this type of 
maneuver should be considered as a realistic design maneuver which may 
result in critical tail loads , particularly when performed at low alti -
tude . The peak loads experienced in elevator- pulse maneuvers (abrupt 
push-downs) and the peak positive load obtained in a pull-up push- down 
maneuver are also shown in figure 9(b) . Typical time histories descrip-
tive of these maneuvers are presented in figures 12 and 13, respectively. 
Although the peak loads shown in figures 12 and 13 are relatively small , 
extrapolated results in reference 4 indicate that i f these maneuvers are 
performed advertently or inadvertently at low altitude to high normal 
load factors , critical maneuvering tail loads may be experienced . The 
first -peak loads developed in the push- down maneuvers reached a maximum 
between 0. 70 and 0.80 Mach number (fig . 9 (b)), decreasing at higher Mach 
numbers due , primarily, to a decrease in control effectiveness . (See 
ref . 2.) The maximum second-peak load was experienced at a Mach number 
of about 0.90 during the recovery portion of the push- down maneuver . At 
Mach numbers higher than 0. 90, the recovery load decreased rapidly due, 
primari ly, to an increase in wing- fuselage stability which resulted in 
an alleviating balancing load (rather than a reinforcing load, as was 
the case at lower Mach numbers) . 
The buffeting loads shown in figure 9 ( c) (previously presented in 
ref . 4) reached maximum values of about ±600 pounds at relatively low 
Mach numbers, decreasing rapidly to relatively small values at Mach num-
bers above 0.95. It should be noted, however, that at Mach numbers above 
0. 95 , the buffet region was penetrated to a lesser extent than at lower 
Mach numbers due to reduced maximum load factors available and to 
increased load factors for the onset of buffeting ( fig . 4). 
10 
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The percentages of the total airplane load carried by the wing 
panels, the fuselage, and the horizontal tail are given in figures 14( a) 
to 14(d) for airplane normal- force coefficients ranging from 0 . 2 to 0 .8. 
The results for the wing panel were taken from a previous section of this 
report . The tail loads were obtained from reference 4 . The fuselage 
loads were determined by subtracting the sum of the wing-panel and tail 
loads from the total loads (given by an accelerometer located near the 
airplane center of gravity). The results in figure 14 show that the wing 
panel carried the greatest percentage of the total load at the lowest Mach 
number of these tests. With increasing M, the contribution of the wing 
panel to the total lift generally decreased, reaching a minimum of about 
59 percent of the total load at a Mach number of 0.94 and a normal- force 
coefficient of 0.6 . The percentage of total load carried by the fuselage 
at the lowest test Mach number was somewhat less than the percentage of 
total wing area blanketed by the fuselage, which is 17 .5 percent. I n this 
connection , it should be pointed out that the data in figure 14(a), which 
indicate a small down- load on the fuselage at a Mach number of 0 .70 , 
appear to be in error, since for these conditions the fuselage would be 
at a positive angle of attack. (See ref. 5.) However, relatively small 
errors in determining the wing- panel and airplane normal-force coeffi -
cients could readily account for this apparent discrepancy. With increas -
ing Mach number , the percentage of the total load carried by the fuselage 
increased rapidly to more than twice the blanketed wing area and about 
70 percent of the wing- panel load at a Mach number of 0.94 and a normal-
force coefficient of 0.6. These results indicate that at moderate values 
of CNA' prediction of the wing-panel contribution to the total lift based 
on the ratio of exposed to total wing area would be unconservative by 
about 5 to 10 percent at a Mach number of 0.70 and conservative by approx-
imately 20 to 25 percent at a Mach number of 0.94 . The horizontal- tail 
contribution to the total lift is fairly small, reaching a maximum of 
about 4-percent CNA at Mach numbers above 0 . 95 where maximum balancing 
tail loads were experienced. 
Comparison of these data with results for another 350 swept-wing air-
plane presented i n reference 9 indicates rather poor agreement. The per-
centage of total load carried by the wing pane l of the reference airplane 
remained essentially invariant up to the limit test Mach number of 0 .90, 
while the results of the present tests show an alleviating decrease with 
Mach number. It should be noted that the wing of the reference airplane 
has a somewhat lower aspect ratio and is comprised of considerably differ-
ent sections than the wing of the present test airplane. 
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Vertical-Tail Loads 
The maximum sideslip angles attained in various maneuvers ( fig . 5) 
decreased rapidly from about 100 at the lowest test Mach number to approx-
imately 10 at the highest test Mach number of 1 . 05 . The largest sideslip 
angles were attained in fishtail maneuvers and in steady sideslips where 
maximum pilot effort was applied . The rolling pull-out results shown 
were obtained at load factors below the p itch- up boundary .4 The low maxi -
mum sideslip angles at supersonic speed were the result of both a large 
decrease in rudder effectivene s s (ref . 3) and of an increase in rudder 
hinge moments. 
The vertical-tail loads associated with the limit sideslip angles 
given in figure 5 and the corre sponding rudder angles given in a later 
section were derived from the vertical- tail and rudder-effectiveness 
results given in reference 3 and the manufacturer ' s low- speed wind- tunnel 
results on the directional stability of the airplane with tail off . The 
derived vertical- tail loads are presented in figures 15 and 16 . The maxi -
mum balancing loads obtained over the test Mach number range from the 
steady sideslip maneuvers are given in figure 15 . Maximum rudder and 
stabilizer loads of approximately 2000 and 3000 pounds, respectively, are 
indicated at a Mach number of 0 . 80 . At higher Mach numbers, a rapid 
decrease in load occurs due to a rapid loss in rudder control power . The 
total loads are small, generall y remaining under 1000 pounds over the test 
Mach number range . The derived maximum maneuvering vertical- tail loads 
in rudder - pulse , fishtail, and rolling pull-out maneuvers are shown in 
figure 16. ( Typical time histories of a rudder - pulse and a fishtail 
maneuver are shown in f igs . 17 and 18 , respectively . ) In the case of the 
rudder- pulse loads, the first - peak load (which corresponds to the initial 
rudder deflection and occurs before appreciable sideslip has developed) 
was calculated considering that the load was that necessary to produce 
the first - peak yawing acceleration . The second- peak load (which corre -
sponds to the abrupt return of the rudder to trim at or near maximum 
sideslip) was determined by adding the second-peak yawing-acceleration 
load to the balancing load (fig. 17). The peak loads in the rudder -pulse 
maneuvers attained maximum values between 0. 70 and 0. 80 Mach number 
( fi g . 16). The maximum maneuvering load of about 3500 pounds was attained 
in a fishtail maneuver at a Mach number of about 0.70. The reason for the 
relatively large loads experienced in fishtail maneuvers may be seen in 
the time history of figure 18 where it is observed that the ratio of the 
4Several rolling pull-out maneuvers were also performed above the 
pitch-up boundary between Mach numbers of 0.85 and 0.90. Although the 
pilot noted that these maneuvers were not practical and would not be 
performed advertently, the data obtained are considered of interest. 
Unfortunately, the sideslip records for these maneuvers are unavailable 
due to an instrument malfunction . No attempt was made subsequently to 
duplicate these maneuvers because they were unusually severe. The results 
that were obtained are discussed in ~ l ater section . 
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maximum sideslip angle developed per degree maximum rudder deflection, 
0/orJ at a Mach number of 0 . 8 is about 2.5, whereas in steady sideslips 
the ratio is only about 0.4. The ~/Or ratios determined from the 
frequency- response tests of reference 3 and from the fishtail and steady-
sideslip maneuvers of the present tests are presented in figure 19 . Above 
about 0. 80 Mach number, the results from the fishtail and frequency-
response tests are in good agreement. At the lower Mach numbers , the 
values of ~/Or obtained from the fishtail maneuvers are considerably 
below those obtained in the frequency-response tests, possibly because the 
pilot found it difficult to coordinate his rudder -pedal movements properly 
at the lower airplane natural frequencies . The values of ~/5r measured 
in gradual sideslips are small, generally attaining only one fifth the 
values measur.ed in fishtail maneuvers . The maximum load developed in a 
rolling pull-out maneuver, performed below the pitch-up boundary, was 
about 2500 pounds at a Mach number of 0 . 73. (See fig. 16.) A time 
history of this maneuver is presented in figure 20 . 
The rapid decrease in the maneuvering vertical- tail loads above a 
Mach humber of about 0. 85 (fig. 16) results from a rapid decrease in 
rudder and aileron control power that generally occurs at transonic 
speeds . (See ref . 3.) 
The maximum load from thes~ tests is only about one third of the 
design load based on 50 sideslip at limit diving speed at an altitude of 
12,000 feet, indicating that this design requirement may be unduly con-
servative . However, in rolling pull- out maneuvers performed above the 
pitch- up boundary, the resulting violent airplane motions indicated that 
higher sideslip angles than those normally attained in other maneuvers 
might be experienced . A time history of a maneuver of this type is shown 
in figure 21 . The pilot observed that the rolling motion shown in this 
figure felt like a succession of snap rolls and that he could not stop 
the roll until the airplane slowed to less than 0 . 70 Mach number from an 
initial Mach number of 0.90 . Although the sideslip angle records were 
not available for this maneuver, a rough estimate of the sideslip devel-
oped during the maneuver of figure 21, using the relationships developed 
in reference 10,5 indicated a value of about 100 at a Mach number of 0. 84, 
and a tail load approximately one half the maximum design value . From the 
several rolling pull-out maneuvers performed in the pitch- up flight region, 
it appeared the violence of the maneuver depended on the initial aileron 
deflection - the smaller the deflection the less severe the maneuver. 
In the pilot ' s opinion this type maneuver was not a useful one and would 
not be performed advertently . 
5Fairly good correlation has been found between the measured side -
slip angles developed in rolling pull-outs below the pitch- up ( fig . 5) 
and values estimated using the method described in reference 10 . In the 
present case, values of Cnp were estimated .for the appropriate Mach 
number and normal- force coefficient rather than using a value of CNA/ 16 
as suggested in reference 10 . 
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The maximum elevator angles , rates, frequencies, and forces used in 
the various longitudinal maneuvers for which loads data were presented are 
shown in figure 22. The range of the maximum elevator angles used in 
gradual tUrns at normal accelerations from zero to the pitch- up boundary, 
and the maximum values used in elevator-pulse maneuvers and during recov-
eries from pitch- ups are shown in figure 22(a) . These results show that 
about 50 percent of the available up- elevator deflection of 370 and 
100 percent of the available down- elevator deflection of 17.50 were used 
in these longitudinal maneuvers . The maximum elevator rates used in the 
elevator-pulse maneuvers and in abrupt recoveries from pitch-ups are given 
in figure 22 (b), where it may be seen that the highest rate of 1800 per 
second was attained in an elevator-pulse maneuver . The maximum elevator 
frequencies used in the elevator- pulse maneuvers are presented in fig -
ure 22 (c) . The maximum elevator stick forces used in various maneuvers 
are giyen in figure 22( d) . The stick forces labe l ed "elevator pulse" 
refer to the maximum required to deflect the elevator to the values shown 
in figure 22( a) . A maximum pull force of 150 pounds was used during a 
djve pull-out at a Mach number of about 0. 97 . 
The maximum pitching accelerati ons developed during elevator-pulse 
and pitch-up maneuvers are presented in figures 23 (a) and 23 (b) as func -
tions of Mach number and normal load factor, respectively . The maximum 
negative acceleration reached in the pulse maneuvers of about - 1 . 8 radians 
per second per second corresponds to the maximum first -peak load shown in 
figure 9(b) at a Mach number of 0 . 80. The maximum pitching acceleration 
of about -3.2 radians per second per second was reached during recovery 
from a pitch- up at a Mach number of 0. 90 and a load factor of about 5 . 
The relatively large negati ve p i tchi ng accelerations shown at a Mach num-
ber of about 0. 90 in figure 23( a) result from the pilot ' s applying fairly 
large and abrupt corrective control deflections during pitch- up recover-
i es . (See f i gs . 22 (a ) and 22 (b ).) The peak negative pitching accelera-
tions developed in elevator-pulse maneuvers at the highest test Mach 
number decreased to about one third the maximum subsonic - speed value due 
to the large decrease in elevator effectiveness that occurs at transonic 
speeds . From the results in figure 23(b) , it appears the peak pitching 
acceler ations developed either in recoveri es from abrupt push- downs or in 
abrupt recoveries from pitch-ups are roughly proportional to the corre-
sponding maximum normal load factors . An extrapolati on of these results 
to the design positive and negati ve load factors gives values of pitching 
acceleration of about -5 .0 and +2. 5 radians per second per second. 
Compari son of these results with data in reference 11 obtained during 
operational training flights with several fighter airplanes ( including the 
test a i rplane type ) shows that the maximum elevator rates and pitching 
accelerations of these tests ( figs. 22( b) and 23 ) were 50 to 100 percent 
greater than those recorded in the tests of reference 11 . The maximum 
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rates of these tests , however , were obtained in elevator-pulse maneuvers 
which were made as abruptly a s possible . 6 The considerably higher p i tch-
ing accelerations obtained wi th the test airplane resulted from maneuver -
ing at l oad factors above the pitch- up boundary . Most of the airplanes 
reported on in reference 11 were straight -wing types which do not experi-
ence pitch-up. The one swept -wing type , for which data were available, 
was restri cted at high speeds to load factors below the buffet and 
pitch-up boundaries . 
The maximum r udder angles, rates , and frequencies used in various 
directional maneuvers for which loads data were presented are given in 
f i gur e 24 . The maximum rudder angles used in steady sideslips , fishtail , 
and r udder -pulse maneuvers are shown in figure 24 (a) . These results 
indicate that about 60 percent of the avai l able rudder deflecti on of ±28° 
was used in these di rectional maneuvers . The maximum rudder rates used 
in rudder -pulse and fishtail maneuvers are given in figure 24 (b ), where 
it is shown that the highest rate used was about 1200 per second in a 
rudder -pul se maneuver . The maximum rudder frequencies used in the rudder -
pul se maneuvers are shown in figure 24 ( c) . The rudder -pedal forces were 
not measured during these tests . The maximum yawi ng accelerations deve l-
oped in various type maneuvers are presented in figures 25 (a) and 25 (b) 
a s funct i ons of Mach number and sideslip angle , respectively . The maximum 
yawi ng acceleration of about 3 radians per second per second was obtained 
in a rol l i ng pull-out maneuver at load factors above the pitch-up bound-
ary. These maneuvers were , in general, very violent and virtually 
uncontrollable , and they would not ordinarily be performed advertently by 
the pilots . The maximum yawing acceleration recorded in the other maneu -
vers was about ±1.8 radians per second per second . The peak yawing 
accelerations developed in the rudder -pulse maneuvers at low supersonic 
speeds decreased to about one half the maximum subsonic speed value due 
to a rapid decrease in rudder effectiveness at transonic speeds . 
I t should be noted in connection with the data presented in figure 25 
that Sideslip angles were not available for the rolling pull-out points 
shown . Also , the yawing accel erati ons presented for the fishtail maneu-
vers were estimated from a flight - determi ned curve of r / Or as a funct i on 
of Mach number , since they were not measured during the same flight the 
sidesli p angles were measured . 
The maxi mum ai leron angles, rates , frequencies , and forces used i n 
various lateral maneuvers are shown in figure 26 . Total aileron deflec -
tions ( fig . 26(a)) approached the maximum available of 280 in rudder - fixed 
aileron rolls , while the maximum aileron rates used were of the order of 
1200 per second ( fig . 26 (b)) . The maximum aileron control frequency , as 
measured in aileron-pulse maneuvers ( fig . 26(c)) , was about 8 radians per 
second, and the control forces were moderate , reaching a maximum of about 
6The test airplane was not equipped with a rate restri ctor which 
limits the maximum elevator rates on most F- 86A airplanes to about 450 
per second . 
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60 pounds in a roll ing pull- out maneuver at a Mach number of 0. 87 
( fig . 26(d)). Maximum rolling velocities and rolling accelerations 
developed in various maneuvers are shown in figures 27( a) and 27(b), 
respectively . The peak rolling velocity of about 4 radians per second 
was reached in a rolling pull-out maneuver at load factors above the 
pitch- up boundary . ( See fig . 21.) The peak roll ing acceleration of 
8 radians per second per second was recorded in an abrupt aileron rever-
sal maneuver at a Mach number of about 0.83. At Mach numbers above 0. 90 
both the peak rolling velocities and accelerations decreased abruptly 
to about one fourth of the maximum values attained at lower speed due to 
a rapid decrease in aileron effectiveness. (See ref . 3.) 
CONCLUSIONS 
Loads data obtained during extensive f light tests of a swept-wing 
airplane have been examined to define the f l ight conditions and maneuvers 
in which maximum wing and tail loads were experienced and to relate these 
maximum loads to the important stability and control changes that occurred. 
This examination has led to the following conclusions: 
1. Maximum Wing -panel loading coefficients were experienced at the 
lowest Mach number of these tests. Both increasing Mach number and 
normal - force coefficient had an alleviating effect on the wing-panel 
bending-moment coefficients due to premature tip separation and the 
resulting inboard shift of the lateral center of pressure. However, it 
was indicated that the associated longitudinal instability or pitch-up , 
which tends to be critical for the test airplane because of relatively 
low inertia and control power , could result in load factors and over-all 
wing loads in excess of design values . 
2. Maximum horizontal- tail loads were encountered during abrupt 
recoveries from pitch- ups at Mach numbers less than 0.95. At Mach numbers 
greater than 0.95, the peak maneuvering loads decreased rapidly and the 
balancing loads became more critical due to an abrupt increase in wing-
fuselage stability and changes in trim at the higher values of load 
factor. Control-power limitations resulted in lower peak values of load 
factor and, consequently, balanCing down loads, at Mach numbers above 0.96. 
3. Prediction of the wing-panel contribution to the total lift at 
moderate values of CNA based on the ratio of exposed to total wing areas 
would be unconservative by approximately 5 to 10 percent at a Mach number 
of 0.70 and conservative by about 20 to 25 percent at a Mach number 
of 0.94. 
4. The largest vertical- tail loads of these tests were obtained in 
fishtail maneuvers at Mach numbers below 0.90. These loads were only 
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about one third the design load based on the 50 sideslip requirement at 
limit diving speed . At Mach numbers above about 0 .90, the peak loads , 
developed in the various directional and lateral maneuvers, decreased 
rapidly due to a large reduction in rudder and aileron control power . 
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Moffett Field, Calif . , Jan . 6, 1955 
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TABLE I. - PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TEST AIRPLANE 
Wing 
Total wing area (including flaps, slats , and 
49 .92 sq ft covered by fuselage) , sq ft 
Span, ft 
Aspect ratio 
Taper ratio .. . . . 
Mean aerodynamic chord (wing station 98 . 7 in.), ft 
Dihedral angle, deg 
Sweepback of 0 .25- chord line, deg 
Incidence of root chord, deg 
Incidence of tip chord, deg 
Root airfoil section (normal to 0 .25- chord line) 
Tip airfoil section (normal to 0 . 25 - chord line) 
Ailerons 
Total area , sq ft 
Span (one), ft 
Chord (av.), ft 
Maximum total aileron deflection, deg 
Fuselage 
Length, ft .... 
Maximum diameter , ft 
Fineness ratio 
Horizontal tail 
Total area (including 1.20 sq ft covered by 
vertical tail) , sq ft 
Span, ft 
Aspect ratio 
Taper ratio ..... . . 
Mean aerodynamic chord (horizontal- tail station 
33.54 in.), ft ..... . 
Dihedral angle, deg ........ . 
Sweepback of 0 .25-chord line , deg 
287 . 90 
37.12 
4 . 79 
0· 51 
8 .08 
3·0 
34.23 
1.0 
-1.0 
NACA 0012-64 
(modified) 
NACA 0011-64 
(modified ) 
37 .20 
9 . 18 
2.03 
±30 
34.04 
5· 0 
6 . 8 
34.99 
12 .8 
4 . 65 
0.45 
2. 89 
10.0 
.. 34.58 
NACA 0010-64 Airfoil section (parall el to center line 
Maximum stabilizer deflection, deg 
Hori zontal- tail l ength, ft . . . . 
1 nose up , 10 nose down 
. . . .. 18.25 
Elevators 
Total area ( including tabs and expanding balance 
area forward of hinge line), sq ft 
Span (each) , ft ..... . 
Maximum elevator deflect i on, deg 
Boost .......... . 
10.1 
5.8 
37 up, 17.5 down 
hydraulic 
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TABLE 1. - PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TEST AIRPLANE - Concluded 
Vertical tail 
Total area (including 7.24 s~ ft blanketed by fuselage and 
excluding 3. 96 s~ ft dorsal fin), sq ft 
Span, ft 
Aspect ratio . . . . . . . . 
Taper ratio . . . . . . .. . 
Mean aerodynamic chord (vertical-tail station 
42 . 9 in.), ft . . . . . . . . . . 
Sweepback of 0.25-chord line, deg .. .. 
Airfoil section (parallel to center line) 
Vertical-tail length, ft ....... . 
Rudder 
Area (including tab and excluding rudder 
balance forward of hinge line), s~ ft 
Span, ft ....... . 
Maximum deflection, deg 
Boost . . . . . . . . . 
Average airplane weight, Ib 
Pitching moment of inertia, slug-ft2 
Yawing moment of inertia, slug- ft2 
Rolling moment of inertia, slug- ft2 
-- ------ --- ---------
39 .75 
8 .38 
1. 77 
0.345 
4 .90 
. . .. 35·0 
NACA 0011(10)-64 
. . . .. 16. 75 
8 .12 
6.6 
±28 
None 
12,400 
17,480 
23,200 
7,200 
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of 0. 85j pressure altitude, 35,000 feet . 
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Figure 27.- Maximum rolling velocities and rolling accelerations devel-
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